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Madam and Mister Belmont

Madam and Mister Belmont are a polycharacter NPC controlled by SirSkully and Spaceeye who front the
Belmont Clan.

Seraphina Deus Belmont
Maiden Name: Castien

Species & Gender: Female Caelisolan
Organization: Belmont Clan
Occupation: Empress

Rank: Real Head of State
Current Placement: Belmont Clan

Character Description

Madam Seraphina Belmont is a Caucasian Caelisolan Elysian with lightly sunkissed skin that stands just
shy of the average height for her people at 5’4” with raven wings that bare the occasional streak of white
pigmentation throughout, usually clad in a well-fitted suit or classy dress over her willowy yet tastefully
curved physique and never seen without her rectangular-lensed non-prescription glasses that only help
to accentuate the sense of some fierce creature behind her almond-shaped, golden eyes. Seraphina’s
wavy raven hair is streaked with white pigment at the fringe much like her wings and is kept in a longer
style of pixie-cut that sweeps to the left, never a hair out of place and usually with dark eyeliner that
makes her bright eyes really pop.

Quiet is what most people think when they first meet Seraphina, a quiet and dignified Elysian that speaks
with purpose and carries herself with pride though the longer one spends with her the more they come to
realize there is something scary behind the elegant Matron’s mannerisms and ways. Intelligent,
determined, fierce, charming and above all else somebody you really don’t want to piss off – Seraphina
Belmont is wise beyond her years and worked hard to get where she is today, clearly the dominant one in
the relationship with her IDSOL husband despite his intimidating presence.

History and Relationship Notes

Seraphina was born five years prior to YE 01 as your average bog-standard Plebian, no surname and a
second-class citizen from adolescence she was determined to rise above expectations and make a name
for herself – it was a lot of hard work, a few tours of duty in the military which eventually bled into
Seraphina joining up with a private security agency in independent space, funnily enough it was where
she met her eventual husband, though things were not smooth sailing from the get-go.

It took her medical skills, the collapse of a building and her no-shit-will-be-taken attitude to convince the
young ‘SOL things would work out better if they worked together to get out of the shit-hole rather than
him eating her for a few hours’ worth of nutrition.
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Some time between the Third Elysian War and Fourth Elysian War they defected and became cizitens of
Yamatai Star Empire after three years of service – having very little love nor patriotism for the people
who had treated the young grey-winged woman as a second class citizen most of her life.

With funds from their various years of hard work and bloodshed the two purchased a sizable plot of land
and began to create connections alongside raising a veritable horde of a family but all their hard work
was demolished when the Fourth Elysian War rolled through.

Never ones to fall easily though, the remains of their clan rebuilt, turning those ashes into the Belmont
Clan as it is known today, a clan with the goal of bringing about peace – with Madam Seraphina Deus
Belmont acquiring a new body for herself in YE 30.

Maverick Belmont
Species & Gender: Male ID-SOL

Organization: Belmont Clan
Occupation: CEO

Rank: Head of State
Current Placement: Belmont Clan

Character Description

Maverick Belmont stands at an intimidating 7’6” and while not the tallest of his kind it is certainly
deceptive just how much power is packed into the man’s bulging muscles, usually clearly visible through
most clothing this bear of a man wears – usually suits and smart-looking attire to help reinforce his
position as the clan’s head of state. Maverick is a shining example of Nepleslian masculinity, a wide neck
holding up the man’s square-jawed and tanned face, sometimes a light stubble dancing across his face
though Maverick prefers to remain clean-shaven whenever possible – his bright blue eyes standing out
against the man’s shoulder-length blonde hair, usually left in a half-up-half-down ponytail that blows in
even the faintest of breezes.

Maverick is a proud, gentlemanly figure who speaks politely even when you can see the fires of war
raging behind his calm and relaxed expression, given he is an IDSOL married to an Elysian one would
assume he is the dominant one in the relationship1) – they would be wrong, Seraphina has Maverick
wrapped around her little finger, the two are still madly in love after all these years but behind closed
doors it is easy to tell who the top dog between them is.

History and Relationship Notes

Maverick was created in YE 19, the classic tale of a vat-born super soldier doing his bit to flood the
already saturated market of mercenaries in Nepleslian – it was the standard affair, gaining scars and
ripping apart tanks as an IDSOL does best until one fateful job in YE 22 got ugly between a few teams,
leading to a certain Elysian named Seraphina dropping a building on the charging blonde giant to make
him stop chasing her.
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Seeing that the man did indeed not die in the process and given that her ride out of the hellish hole they
were stuck in was now a burning pile of twisted metal, she waited him out and had a proposal for the
brutish man – they get out of there together and then sort things out, taking the name of a the man who
raised Maverick from the moment he popped out of that tank.

Eventually the two married in some independent space-station with a shitty climate system that made it
always that little bit colder than it needed to be, tying the knot as they drifted past the planet’s moon
and some time between the Third Elysian War and Fourth Elysian War the two defected to Yamatai to
start their new life together.

With funds from their various years of hard work and bloodshed the two purchased a sizable plot of land
and began to create connections alongside raising a veritable horde of a family but all their hard work
was demolished when the Fourth Elysian War rolled through.

Never ones to fall easily though, the remains of their clan rebuilt, turning those ashes into the Belmont
Clan as it is known today, a clan with the intention of making the world a more peaceful place.

Relations

A list of relatives to the Belmont Clan, through blood or law.

Mikodimus Liber Belmont
Alastair Belmont
Miles Belmont Emiko (Changed Surname)
Remy Belmont
Sagara, Kai
Angelica "Angel" Belmont
Itatski Suzume
Itatski, Ichika
Itatski Setsuya
Itatski Kyoko
Itatski Sachiko
Seraphina Cerulius
Sofiel Castien
Ariel Castien

OOC Notes

The Belmont family has a bit of a notoriety for adopting orphaned children and bringing them into their
hold, characters such as Alastair Belmont or Remy Belmont may not be related by blood though they are
just as loved as the children who share the combined Elysian/IDSOL heritage. Furthermore, any children
of Seraphina and Maverick are male due to his super-Y chromosome, with the children being born pre-YE
30 having rather sad little off-white wings on the backs of their natural bodies. Any characters born after
then have their mother’s glorious wings though both generations have a noticeable bit of muscle tone
and height from their father’s side of the genepool.
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See an Akemi’s Umbrella menu
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